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NIHILLIHIN & ETERNAL REBELLION
By Azsacra Zarathustra

And a Mystery —
And an Enigma —
And the Secret —
is NihillihiN!
.obscurum.per.obscurius.ignotum.per.ignotius.
§ 0. I am nothing but Nothing.
§ 1. I am nothing but Nothing to Power.
§ 2. Nothing to Power & Emptiness to Supremacy.
§ 3. Never-a-man.
§ 4. I-rebel-I-am!
§ 5. I-rebel-I-am: Nihil ± Nihil = NihillihiN
§ 6. I am Yes-NihillihiN Absolutely!
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§ 7. We have to protect Life [!] We have to protect Life through the most lifegiving NihillihiN. Not by means of the Overman, but already only with the help of
the Over Without a «man». Only through a holy, pure and very rebellious Yes to
Life!
§ 8. The most horrific Mistake is no more than eternal Truth.
§ 9. The most fearless passage through the Nothing:
§ 10. Dragons of Horror kill dragons of fear!
§ 11. In NihillihiN: heroes are useless even more, than cowards. Why? Even the
Overman is but the same obedient Superelement of the same human Supersystem.
He is nothing but an advanced Superslave.
§ 12. NihillihiN is the Absolute Nihil-Will of Risk to the most Rebellious Life
Upwards. NihillihiN is Nihil-Will-to-Power:
NihillihiN is Nihil-Will-toOver-Life:
§ 13. Hegel: History is not the soil in which happiness grows. The periods of
happiness in it are the blank pages of history. Anti-Hegel: The pure blank pages
and is Original history of the real Spirit. Because this Spirit are always the Spirit to
Break! The Happiness of Rebellion and the Joy of Living innocently, mercilessly,
without remorse kill/clean off any «political history», any human, all too
Superhuman System.
§ 14. Excess of Life destroys excess of Death!
§ 15. First and foremost: NihillihiN is life-giving overflow of Nihil. From Nihil for
No One and None, but immediately for all!
§ 16. An Enigma of Rebellion of NihillihiN have revolutionized the inner continual
Void to Death. Now every irreversible «void» is elected to be free against own
Absence.
§ 17. In Risk of the Absolute Absence of Life and Death empty passionless Nihil is
doomed to wild rebellious NihillihiN.
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§ 18. Nihil comes back to Nihil for Nihil to Power as the Nihil-Will to Life. The
most enigmatic Life is only purest Overrebellious NihillihiN:
§ 19. NihillihiN I am, but not Nihil with Nihil. Yes-NihillihiN in infinity!
§ 20. The real Self-Overcoming of Nihilism is not an enigma of step-by-step,
phased transition from a man to the Overman, but a mystery of the most rapid
transition from the Overman to the Over Without a man by means of a holy
rebellious Yes to Life.
§ 21. Only the Yes-Sayer is the only Secret avatar of NihillihiN. Id est: He is
NihillihiN beyond Nihil. NihillihiN already forever against Nihil as Absolute
Nothing.
§ 22. Without NihilllihiN exist simply Nihil to Death. Without NihilllihiN I am
nothing but the systematized nothing — a simple ordered, primitive, empty
element to Nothingness.
§ 23. It is the Over-Zero to Power [Over-0] which inevitably creates inverse
Nirvana effect — Anti-Nirvana! — namely: the most powerful unruly, riotous
conduct of Life from Nothing!
§ 24. In NihillihiN the Overrebellious Life again and again, and again violently
tests itself in Absolute Risk [
]
§ 25. NihillihiN is: Over-0 — Quick as lightning!
§ 26. The sudden break of the irreversible Void and the momentary bursting of
absolute Nihil by means of a holy rebellious Yes to Life contrary to all rules of
Death there is NihillihiN [
]
§ 27. NihillihiN is Nihil-Death — Overdeath of Nihil!
§ 28. Not «amor fati», but: amor fati ex/from NihillihiN!
§ 29. Alas! Without NihillihiN it is impossible to be inside of an Illusion and at the
same time not to be an illusion. The Reality is always the Break!
§ 30. The Reality is Absolute Break of the Spirit!
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§ 31. The Reality is Absolute Break of the Spirit plus every time the New
Categorical Imperative. The New Justification of the Good!
§ 32. Id est, from the position of the Yes-Sayer: NihillihiN is the most enigmatic
Life of Nihil for the most mysterious Life of a pure holy Yes to Life. The most
rebellious Yes to Life, which is Never to end […]
§ 33. Ride the Tiger? No. To make an inner Spiritual Revolution together with the
Tiger and Laughing Lions. Laughing Tigers & Lions should come for new
Absolute Rebellion! And the Birds of Prey also! It will be necessary!
§ 34. It is important to realize that: A Life which for No One and for None ― is!
― not Death for Death, but always: Death against Death!
§ 35. The rebellious ideals which destroy any political ideas are the most pure
Spiritual negations.
§ 36. From Nihil all endless levels of fear are destroyed by one absolutely fearless
Horror of NihillihiN!
§ 37. Only Absolute Risk of NihillihiN as the empty Will to Over-Life contrary to
all rules of Death can be the eternal Justification of Nihil and all agressive
Negations.
§ 38. The straight line Upwards consists only of the points of the continuous
Revolts.
§ 39. To shoot at samadhi pointblank! … But even if you shoots very straight at
samadhi by means of satori, crushing meditation of the System doesn't stop in so
doing.
§ 40. संसार। Between two absolutely different types of Samsara of the same
damned System there is no difference. There is nothing new.
§ 41. Any new Epoch is nothing but the same old human, all too Superhuman
System of former shameful and low meanings of the «will to power».
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§ 42. A man of the System who is replaced by the Overman of the System is the
same slave of the System. He is the same corpse of the System.
§ 43. From the position of NihillihiN: The Overman is but a slave of the same
System as the Oversystem.
§ 44. Not a man, not the Overman, but only the Over Without a «man» par
excellence can really change the world. From within! From nothing! From
nowhere!
§ 45. The new world is Rebellion of all lives At Once!
§ 46. The new world is The Absolute Revolution!
§ 47. NihillihiN par excellence! Eternal Rebellion!
§ 48. Id est, significant effect is only: I am Not a man. I am Not a part of the
system man at no future time. Never!
§ 49. Der Wille zur Macht — is/ist/est — a thing of shame!
§ 50. The Yes-Sayer in NihillihiN is only the Nihil-Will to Over-Life and a holy
rebellious Yes to Life contrary to all «human rules» of the damned spirit of gravity.
§ 51. From Absolute Nihil by means of NihillihiN a Struggle of Life ensues against
«nihil», already only purely «human». Namely: against the most shameful «human
negations»!
§ 52. Human small «empty nihil» in the direction of Death and Dissolution is not
last courage of the tired hero. It is only his hidden fear of magnificent infinite Life
for No One and None.
§ 53. The continuity of a holy pure Yes to Life by means of NihillihiN is the NihilWill to Over-Life — the most enigmatic and empty, but very-very-eternal vital
Overimpetus!
§ 54. The originating Zero point of Absolute Break of the Spirit is Rebellion from
Nothing. Beyond the beyond, but at the same time is always closer, than Death
nearby.
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§ 55. If and only if Nihil are going to Absolute Rebellion by means of a holy Yes
to Life, only then the Yes-Sayer rejects all types of «human negation». It and is
NihillihiN ― the ←ltimate Self-Overcoming of «nihilism»!
§ 56. The System as the same too Big Form of the «will to power» is, in point of
fact, panic escape from rebellious empty Freedom for No One.
§ 57. Yes: Anarchy is the Mother of Order, but Shunya is the Mother of Anarchy,
as well as the Father of Chaos and Order. Even the most enlightened Anarchy,
even the most exalted Chaos can't replace Absolute Freedom of Emptiness to
Supremacy.
§ 58. There is no beauty without Revolt from within!
§ 59. And even Life which absolutely without Life is simply Death against Death.
§ 60. Nihilism as the same passive «human negation» is dead initially; because
empty eternal vital Overimpetus of Nihil is always the most rebellious NihillihiN.
Yes-NihillihiN to Life in the most risky rebellious infinity [
]
§ 61. The System is Death, even if system bodies independently move. Death is the
System, even if death elements are completely absent.
§ 62. Élan vital! Free Life through NihillihiN is the most life-giving, creative,
infinite Rebellion instead of the continuous, permanent, systemic «will to power».
§ 63. Freedom is God prior to god; therefore, if god is dead, then Freedom is live!
§ 64. From Nihil by means of Nihil to Power ― NihillihiN is born only for
strongest life-giving Rebellion. Contrary to all rules of Absolute Absence!
§ 65.
Nihil: 0
Nihil to Life:
NihillihiN to Power:
§ 66. Nihil [Nothing to Power] is deferred Life, namely: as yet nonexistent Life
against already existing Death.
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§ 67. The wisest activation of Emptiness blows up not the world, but Nirvana!
§ 68. There is no «wise madness» in NihillihiN:― there is only a pure enlightened
pandemic of irrepressible Spiritual Revolutions [...]
§ 69. Freedom of Nihil ― is! ― always Not controllable NihillihiN. Not under
control: Never! Never! Never!
§ 70. Emptiness revolts ←pwards [ ]
§ 71. Not the void. Not the absence. Not the nonexistence. But only Absolute
Freedom is the eternal Riddle of Nihil. Therefore NihillihiN is the maximum speed
of Over-Freedom in revolutionary infinity of the Spirit as such.
§ 72. Freedom of the Yes-Sayer is, first of all, Absolute Break of the Spirit plus
Overcoming the «overman» by means of the Over Without a «man» [
]
§ 73. Nevermore to return! At no future time we shan't return into the System. Not
a step back!
§ 74. NihillihiN ― It is not a new type of Nihilism. That’s absolutely impossible!
But: It is irrevocable and final Overcoming of «nihilism» as the «systems» and the
«anti-systems» at once by means of the most rebellious Yes to Life.
§ 75. Yes. Exactly so: Everything is The System. But then: each is The Rebel!
§ 76. Not «to each his own», but to each his own as Nihil to Supremacy! Absolute
NihillihiN!
§ 77. There is no Nihilism, but only: NihillihiN is/ist/est! Yes-NihillihiN in OverRisk!
§ 78. Only NihillihiN [as the most pure Nihil to Power] creates the necessary chain
reaction of Spiritual Revolutions in any and every segment of Space and Time.
§ 79. Only sudden indefinable Overactivation of Initial Nihil ― NihillihiN ―
through Absolute Break of the Spirit can stop the Most Dangerous War: 0
0
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§ 80. Not a primitive soldier as the simple, predictable system unit, but the most
complex, enigmatic, absolutely free Rebel through his the most unpredictable Yes
to Life creates the pure New World.
§ 81. Life-giving Nihil is NihillihiN without any god.
§ 82. NihillihiN as an Oversum of all types of Nihil is Absolute Rebellion in every
point of Life at once and Overimmediately. Without any «predictability».
§ 83. Anti-Socrates: I know that I know nothing, but I know that my own Nothing
is Nothing to Power. Nothing to Rebellion.
§ 84. I rebel ― therefore: the System doesn't exist.
§ 85. Freedom ex Nihilo is/ist/est NihillihiN.
§ 86. I rebel; therefore I exist in NihillihiN.
§ 87. I am able to Overthink, therefore I Overexist through the most Unpredictable
Rebellion in Absolute Break of the Spirit.
§ 88. NihillihiN to Power is only Yes-NihillihiN to Life!
§ 89. Yes-NihillihiN versus No-Nihil.
§ 90. The Yes-Sayer against The No-Sayer.
§ 91. Aristotle: A man cannot become a hero until he can see the root of his own
downfall. Anti-Aristotle: Any «human heroism » is but a thing of shame in the
presence of the most rebellious, unpredictable and free Overman, which already
forever there is the pure Over Without a «man».
§ 92. Ultimate Overcoming of Nihilism — NihillihiN — gives rise to the new
Spiritual world as the most permanent Revolt Upwards. In a word, The YesNihillihiN is going to win by means of a holy pure Yes to Life. It is a must-be!
§ 93. In NihillihiN [only!]: the final countdown of every Death, namely: 10, 9, 8, 7,
6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 = 0 to Power! The Zero to Supremacy!
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§ 94. माया इदम ् स्वम ् : Everything is an illusion. Everything is a copy of a copy of
a copy... And here — suddenly! — Crushing Blow of the Original! Out of
Nothing! Ex Nihilo!
§ 95. Ending! Eventually, in an endless free stream of Over-intuitive, very strong
Life any god and every devil remove himself as the most disappointing hindrances
and gross errors.
§ 96. NihillihiN is Creation ex nihilo, namely: Creation out of nothing without
God.
§ 97. All that we perceive through Absolute Break of the Spirit are Nothing: Nihil
comes back to Nihil for NihillihiN to Power. Id est: NihillihiN to Power is not the
Alpha and the Omega of the same System, but the Creator and the Destroyer and
Over-Creator of nonsystem Life again and again... and again!
§ 98. In NihillihiN: Every new life begins with Rebellion!
§ 99. Nihil-Will to Power are only NihillihiN to Life — a holy rebellious Yes to
Life! — and nothing else.
§ 100. Life for Life's benefit? — Nihil for Life's benefit. The Void for Life's
benefit. Death for Life's benefit. In NihillihiN a holy rebellious Yes to Life is
Death against Death also.
§ 101. Beyond all forms, and no forms: Beyond the beyond […]
§ 102. In wise reality: there is no knowledge, as well as this «reality» including
every «fact» as such. Everything is only NihillihiN!
§ 103. Reality of the Spirit exists only in the most enigmatic revolutionary action
of the Void to Life ― in Absolute Break of own «will to power» in the direction of
the Will to Over-Risk in the most risky rebellious infinity […]
§ 104. NihillihiN is all points of the Rebellion at once!
§ 105. Emptiness is empty and/or not empty so that to win Absolutely without
support of the world. Without the infamous «will to power» of the damned spirit of
gravity.
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§ 106. Life is the most sincere suffering of Death. Therefore the sincere Death
always unshakably protects Life from every attacking «false death».
§ 107. Nihil against Nihil is NihillihiN in pure infinity of an absolutely rebellious
holy Yes to Life. The Revolt, the Revolt from within, the Revolt beyond the
beyond, and nothing but the Absolute Revolt [
]
§ 108. To be, or not to be? That is the question. Not to be as to be! That is the
answer.
§ 109. I reject this world not because it is tragic peace, but because today [and
always] it is the most dirty reactionary riff-raff.
§ 110. The «will to power» is treachery of the Spirit. The will to power is the
Nietzschean rot! A question of time: Nietzsche here consciously started this rot?
Yes. Exactly so.
§ 111. The religion like the hidden «will to power» is only one of elements of the
same «code of slave». It is at the same time both very primitive slave, and the most
advanced slave-mister. Therefore in the free rebellious Void to Life — in
NihillihiN! — never there are no «false castes».
§ 112. Overcoming Nihilism is the most indestructible NihillihiN as Nihil to Power
by means of the all enigmatic things to Life; by means of all rebellious Yes to Life.
§ 113. I am the always-rebellious mind of Shunya [NihillihiN]; therefore about me
there is absolutely no reliable and truthful «human information».
§ 114. All material things heroically exist without «existence »; through strongest
Nothing to Power par excellence.
§ 115. A holy rebellious Yes to Life is very simple «creation out of Nothing»:
Nihil ± Nihil = NihillihiN as the most ineradicable Will to Life against the «will to
power» of the damned spirit of gravity.
§ 116. Freedom Viewed from the Right? No. Freedom Viewed from the Left? No.
Freedom Viewed beyond the Left and the Right? No. Freedom Viewed only: Ex
Nihilo! Out of Nothing! From NihillihiN!
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§ 117. माया इदम ् स्वम ् [Everything is an illusion] except NihillihiN.
§ 118. Only in NihillihiN a holy rebellious Yes to Life creates a strongest form of
the Yes-Sayer by means of Absolute Break of the Spirit. Therefore every YesSayer there is, first of all, the mysterious secret of muscles and an enigma of
Absolute Rebellion.
§ 119. Eventually, the Free Spirit as a holy Yes to Life by means of the Shunya
Revolt [NihillihiN] and the Absolute Revolution will kill each forced geopolitics
and any type of the human conservative System contrary to all philosophical and
political theories of the past and the present.
§ 120. NihillihiN is full, Over-perfect overcoming of Nihilism through Absolute
Break of the Spirit in the most hidden and most impossible point of Zero.
§ 121. Only from within NihillihiN the rebellious Yes-Sayer by means of own
Nihil-Will-to-Life destroys human false «womb of history» of Absolute Death.
§ 122. In other words: NihillihiN is always Rebellious Nirvana or Nirvana on the
Contrary — Anti-Nirvana! It raise everything without exception of the form of
Life from Death instantly [
]
§ 123. सभी कुछ र्म ह + श्
ू य्ांति + तिरपष ्ांति।
§ 124. Even if you meet Nihil and you kill Nihil, nothing changes: Nihil – Nihil =
NihillihiN
§ 125. NihillihiN is Nihil to Power as a holy Yes to Life [

]

§ 126. NihillihiN: The Spirit of Wisdom is a constant Break of the Spirit. Only
infinite passing of «dead points» of the Shunya-Zero allows a holy rebellious Yes
to Life to be Eternally Live and Strongest. Exactly therefore: only Death against
Death in the course of every moment is the birth Forever [
]
§ 127. NihillihiN: A sacred rebellious Yes to Life there is the brightest flashout of
the eternal Will to Life between never-ending Morn and infinite Midday [ ]
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]

§ 129. Even God is dead. Only one Emptiness can't be killed!
§ 130. श्
ू य: Not the same death even, but only enigmatic Shunya [NihillihiN to
Supremacy] can stop the «devilish heart» of the human, all too human «will to
power».
§ 131. श्
ू य + श्
ू यिा + श्
ू य्ांति = तिरपष ्ांति।
§ 132. It is necessary only on special occasions of unbearable existential overangst,
namely: to create by means of Absolute Break of the Spirit the most unpredictable
enigmatic Rebel contrary to all political rules of all rebellions and all revolutions.
§ 133. I much more enemy of a man than the Devil. I much more than That ...
§ 134. Let this be a warning to you: The killed humanism, will revenge more
horribly than any evil.
§ 135. Only a holy Yes to Life + Yes-NihillihiN = The Justification of the Good
§ 136. We should again and again gamely descend into the Absolute Nihilism —
NihillihiN — so that to protect a holy Yes to Life in the face of too active Death.
§ 137. Wisdom is Struggle in the conditions of Absolute Nothing.
§ 138. Amor fati Nihil. NihillihiN. Nihil comes back to Nihil for Nihil to Power
[…]
§ 139. Primordially Shunya is a Strongest act of Over-Rebellion [[

]]

श्
ू य + श्
ू यिा + श्
ू य्ांति = तिरपष ्ांति।

॥ॐ सभी कुछ र्म ह + श्
ू य्ांति + तिरपष ्ांति।

श्
ू य + श्
ू यिा + श्
ू य्ांति = तिरपष ्ांति।

§ 140. God isn't necessary for God: «property is theft!»
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§ 141. I do not need any folk. I am itself: — and God, and Soil, and Race.
§ 142. By means of NihillihiN with Nihil-Will-to-Life I destroy devilish march of
political, all too political human history!
§ 143. NihillihiN as Overeternal Rebellion in infinity of the Void is the most
powerful Spiritual strengthening of TDAS: The Theory of the Destruction of All
Systems.
§ 144. Yes-NihillihiN-to-Life — is! — Over-God of The Theory of the Destruction
of All Systems.
§ 145. तिरपष ्ांति। The gods are never born really and never die really; they are
always created temporarily as illusions through life-giving NihillihiN by means of
a holy, pure and absolutely rebellious Yes to Life.
§ 0. NihillihiN + Yes-Nihil + Nihil-Will = Absolute Freedom:
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